
Crossbar spread 

FatCat Evo 4 & 6

Contents 

clamp (4x)key (2x)

FatCat+ (2x)
washer (4x)

adapter top (4x)

adapter bottom (4x)

Skis and boards over 67”:  12” - 36”Skis and boards under 67”:  12” - 24”

Available accessories

The distance between supporting bars 
should be adjusted so that when the 
bindings strike the ski rack, the skis 
cannot slip out on the other ski rack.

Aero bars Square bar 

Max. 88 mm (3.45”)Max. 44 mm (1.75”)Min. 16 mm (.63”)

Max. 88 mm (3.45”)
Max. 44 mm (1.75”)Min. 16 mm (.63”)

#8003098
SmarT-Slot Kit 2

https://www.carid.com/yakima/


2X 4X

INSTALLATION 

2For round/square 
bar installation go 

to page 5.

1
Remove the knobs 
from the clamps.

Press the button to open the FatCat Evo.  
Loosely attach the clamps by partially threading 
the knobs on. Keep them in the vertical position. 

Be sure to include the washers.

Optional FatCat Evo 6 
ONLY: If the usable space 
on your crossbar is 24” or 
less, or you want to bias 
the mount toward one 

side of your vehicle, use 
mounting position B.

2X

Place the mounts onto the crossbar.  Route the strap 
under the crossbar, and hook the buckle into the clamp. 3

4 The buckle must close with firm resistance. 
If it closes too easily, or does not stay closed, 

adjust the red wheel accordingly until the 
buckle closes with firm resistance.

4X

A B

A B A B

A B



4X

4X

Make sure the 
mounts are vertical, 

then fully tighten and 
close the knobs.

Test the clamp installation by pushing 
and pulling each clamp in all directions. 

If the clamps move repeat step 4.

5

6

7

65Nm (48ft-lb)

Test the installation by pushing 
and pulling in all directions. If the 

mount is loose, return to step 4 
and tighten the red wheel more.

2X



LOADING

1

2 Verify closure by pulling 
upward on the skis to see if 
the mount opens. If it opens, 
apply more pressure when 
closing the mount. Use the 
keys to lock your mounts.

Press the buttons and open the mounts. Load 
your skis keeping the tips toward the rear 
of the vehicle. Load bindings between the 

mounts. Close mounts with firm pressure.

Note: In some cases you may need 
to close the mount between your 

bindings. Position them fore/ aft to 
best avoid hatch contact.

If your bindings contact 
the vehicle use the 

SkiLift feature. Go to 
page 5, or page 7 for 

round or square bars.

2X

2X



Remove 
the knobs 
from the 
clamps.

Snap the adapters 
around crossbars.

Place the mounts 
onto the adapters.

Test install. 
Retighten knobs 

if necessary.

Got to page 
4 for loading 
instructions.

Cut out 
tabs. 4X

4X

2X

4X

FatCat 4
15” (381mm)
FatCat 6
26.5” (670mm)

ROUND/SQUARE BAR 

A B

C D

E F

G

Square Bar Only

4X

Orient the arrows toward 
the front of the vehicle.

2X

Make sure the mounts are vertical, 
then fully tighten and close the knobs.

65Nm (48ft-lb)



SKI LIFT • ENTRETOISE SKILIFT • CUÑA SKI LIFT

A B

Lift mounts.
Remove.

C

D E

Install the screw through 
the lift and clamp.

Tighten and close 
the other knob.

Stow the wrench inside 
the FatCat Evo.

Loosen (do not remove).

Remove the screw from your 
FatCat Evo model as shown, 

and swing the SkiLift out.

Slide the clamp into 
position under the SkiLift, 

aligning the holes.

Reattach knob, but 
do not fully tighten.

FAT CAT 4 FAT CAT 6

F

3.9Nm
(35lb-in)

HG

1 2

1 2

Close the knob.

65Nm
(48ft-lb)

65Nm
(48ft-lb)

I

J Got to page 
4 for loading 
instructions.



ROUND/SQUARE SKI LIFT 

A B

Loosen (do not remove). Lift mounts.
Remove.

C

D E

Install the screw through 
the lift and clamp.

Tighten and close 
the other knob.

Stow the wrench inside 
the FatCat Evo.

Ranger la clé 
à l’intérieur du 

FatCat Evo.

Guarde la llave 
dentro del 
FatCat Evo.

Remove the screw from your 
FatCat Evo model as shown, 

and swing the SkiLift out.

Slide the clamp into 
position under the SkiLift, 

aligning the holes.

Reattach knob, but 
do not fully tighten.

FAT CAT 4 FAT CAT 6

F

3.9Nm
(35lb-in)

HG
1 2

1 2

Close the knob.

65Nm
(48ft-lb)

65Nm
(48ft-lb)

I

J Got to page 
4 for loading 
instructions.



WEIGHT LIMITS 

K E E P  T H E S E  I N S T R U C T I O N S !

=
Rack FatCat 4: 9.5 lbs (4.3 kg)

FatCat 6: 12.3 lbs (5.6 kg)
Load

92.6 lbs. (42 kg) Max.

Not more than 165 lbs. (75 kg) 
unless otherwise noted.

UNLOADING 

1. Unlock the mounts.
2. Press the button to open the mounts.
3. Carefully remove your skis or boards.
4. Close and lock the mounts.

ºC ºF

Record Height Here. XX ft.

REMOVAL 

1. Open and loosen knobs (do not remove them).
2. Unhook the buckle, and release the strap.
3. Carefully lift the mounts from your vehicle.



Record Your Key Number:
(located on the set of 

locking keys)

EN   IMPORTANT WARNINGS

Rack Installation
Inadequately secured loads and incorrectly mounted roof racks and accessory 
racks can come loose during travel and cause serious accidents!  Therefore, 
installation, handling and use must be carried out in accordance with product and 
vehicle instructions.

In addition to these instructions, review the mounting instructions for the roof rack 
and the operating instructions of the vehicle.

These instructions should be kept together with the vehicle’s operating 
instructions and carried in the vehicle when in use and en route.

For your own safety, you should only use roof racks that are authorized for use 
with your vehicle.

For roof racks that do not specify the distance between the front and rear 
crossbars, the distance shall be at least 700 mm or as large as possible.  Please 
note that changes (e.g. additional drill holes) to the accessory rack’s attachment 
system are not permissible.

Check attachment hardware and load for tight fit and function:

•	 Before the start of any journey.
•	 After driving a short distance following rack or load install.
•	 At regular intervals on longer journeys.
•	 More frequently on rough terrain.
•	 After interruption of a journey during which the vehicle was left 

unsupervised (check for damage due to outside intervention).

Rack Loading
Do not exceed the maximum load specified for the roof rack, accessory rack or the 
maximum load recommended by the vehicle manufacturer.  
Max Roof Load = weight of roof rack + weight of accessory racks + weight of 
load.

Load shall be uniformly distributed with the lowest possible center of gravity.

Load should not substantially extend beyond the loading surface of the roof rack. 

Boat Loading
Use all provided straps to secure the boat in accordance with the instructions. 
Bow and stern tiedown lines must be used!

Vehicle Driving and Regulations
The speed driven must be suited to the load transported and to official speed 
limits.  In the absence of any speed limits, we recommend a maximum speed of 80 
mph (130 km/h).

When transporting any load, the speed of the vehicle must take into account all 
conditions such as the state of the road, the surface of the road, traffic conditions, 
wind, etc.  Vehicle handling, cornering, braking and sensitivity to side winds will 
change with the addition of roof top loads.

Off-road driving is not recommended and could result in damage to your vehicle or 
your gear.

Maintenance
The accessory rack should be carefully cleaned and maintained, particularly 
during the winter months.  Use only a solution of water and standard car wash 
liquid without any alcohol, bleach or ammonium additives.

For reasons of fuel economy and the safety of other road users, the accessory 
rack and roof rack should be removed when not in use.

Periodically inspect accessory rack for damage.  Replace lost, damaged or worn 
parts. Use only original spare parts obtained from a stocking specialist, dealer or 
manufacturer.

Any changes made to the roof racks and accessory racks as well as the use of 
spare parts or accessories other than those supplied by the manufacturer will lead 
to the lapsing of the manufacturer’s warranty and liability for any material damage 
or accidents.  You should observe these instructions to the letter and only use the 
original parts supplied.

We offer roof racks that are tested to the limit and beyond. 

https://www.carid.com/roof-racks.html



